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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURES By Tony Bingelis (EAA 2643/Designee 306) 8509 Greenflint Lane



B,



Austin, Texas



•UILDING AN AIRPLANE seems to be a series



of alignment problems. Each component requires sort of an alignment check in mating it to some other part. Some alignment procedures are simple and obvious, and we often don't even consider them as alignment exercises. Here are a few which require careful attention: Landinggear alignment; wings for twist, incidence, sweepback. etc.; propeller; tail surfaces; and engine installation. Useful materials for alignment purposes would include as many of the following as you can get: Straight-edges (straight pieces of %-in. square by 6 ft., or % x 2 in. by 6-8 ft.) Plumb bob String (rib stitching cord is fine) 50-ft. steel measuring tape (it doesn't stretch) Protractor head from a combination tool Level One or two willing helpers (nice, but not mandatory) Landing-Gear Alignment Level the aircraft, and establish a centerline (use a taut string or draw a line on the floor). Hang a plumb bob from the centerline of the firewall and from the tail end of the aircraft to insure that the airplane is aligned with the line on the ground. Obtain a couple of straight-edged strips of wood, and clamp one straight edge against the outside rim of each wheel. If the tires hold the straight-edge away from the wheel rims, use short wood blocks as spacers. Your straight-edge must contact the wheel rim in two places (Fig. 1). I guess a fairly accurate job can be done by clamping the strips directly to the tires also. Using a steel tape, measure the distance A and A'. If both (Fig. 2) measure the same, the wheels are parallel with each other and aligned — although not necessarily in alignment with the aircraft centerline.



To make sure that the wheels are aligned with the centerline of the aircraft, measure the distances B and B". When both measurements are identical your alignment is assured. Both checks must be made. You will notice that I have avoided saying anything about toe-in or toe-out. There have been articles in SPORT AVIATION discussing this subject. Look them up and re-read them and decide for yourself. For my part, I shoot for a perfect alignment of both wheels to the aircraft's longitudinal axis. These measurements must be made with the gear clamped in position and prior to drilling the landing-gear attachment holes to insure proper accuracy. If, in spite of all the care you exercise, the gear alignment is slightly off, it may sometimes be possible to make fine adjustment by the use of shims, spacers, or washers depending upon the gear design being used. Just take your time. Double check everything and always measure twice before drilling once. Wing Alignment



Here is a critical alignment problem indeed. Many an airplane has been built with warped wings or an excessive "wash-in" or "wash-out". This leads to unpleasant flight characteristics like a persistent roll tendency or a vicious stall characteristic, to say nothing about reduced cruise performance. In the case of fabric-covered strut-braced wings, you merely have a rigging problem on your hands. However, if you have a metal or plywood-skinned wing



that wasn't aligned and jigged securely during the skinning process, you have yourself a major rebuild job. So, always carefully check the wings for warpage before skinning them. ^..^



Fi~ure 1



46 MARCH 1972



Eyeball Check Method No. 1 Let's call this the "parallel stick method". This is an accurate way of checking rectangular wings that do not require any wash-in or wash-out at the tips (Fig. 3). "Wash-in" is when the trailing edge of the wing is warped downward or washed into the slipstream. "Wash-out" is when the trailing edge is washed out of the slipstream or warped upward.



Book



(Reviewed By Russ Stearns) FLYING LEATHERNECKS IN WORLD WAR II by Thomas E. Doll. Published by Aero Publishers, Inc. of



Fallbrook, California. 96 pages, 186 photographs, paperback; $3.95.



Review HANDBOOK



OF



AIRFOIL



This fourth volume in the "Aero Pictorials Series" is one of the few books available on U. S. Marine Corps aviation in World War II. Approximately 80 aircraft models flown by the leathernecks between 1940 and 1945 are illustrated. They're all here, from the classic F2F and F4B



SECTIONS



FOR



LIGHT



AIRCRAFT by M. S. Rice. Aviation Publications, P. O. Box 123, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. $3.95.



Finally — finally! A book on airfoil sections that anyone can understand. It does away with the engineering and technical talk and gives the information that is needed — coordinates, L&D co-efficients and curves, Reynolds numbers, etc. — the facts and figures that are most often sought. This great void has been filled by the publisher with an assembly of 125 airfoil sections. It's not all-inclusive (there are hundreds of sections), but it does present those sections which are most commonly known and used and have made the greatest contribution to aviation over the years. Obviously it required considerable research to compile this presentation, and seldom have nearly so many sections been available in one publication. The book is geared to the amateur designer and model builder, and purposely avoids textbook-type confusion and language. It doesn't even go into the mathematics of it. We are sure that this ready reference book will find its way into 'the library of anyone interested in aviation — particularly the amateur designer and builder.



biplanes at Pensacola in 1940, the gallant F4F's and SBD's at Wake Island and Midway in 1942, the PBY's and TBF's at Guadalcanal in 1943, to the mighty "Corsairs" and "Hellcats" at Tarawa, Bougainville, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa in 1944 and 1945. Anyone looking for a detailed history of Marine aviation operations or of the aircraft will not find it here, as this book is primarily pictorial. However, the pictures are presented in good chronological order, the photo captions are very informative, and a brief write-up of each year's operations from 1940 through 1945 make this a worthwhile supplement for serious historians and an outstanding memory jogger for all World War II aviation buffs. 50 Motorsegler and 50 Moderne Segelflugzeuge (LuftfahrtVerlag Walter Zuerl of 8031 Steinebach/Woerthsee, GERMANY; Paperback, over 100 pp. each) These two books are of the Der Flieger 50 Modern Aircraft Series of pocket-size books. 50 Motorsegler (50 Motorgliders) deals with the increasingly popular subject of



powered sailplanes, and the book 50 Moderne Segelflugzeuge (50 Modern Sailplanes) in its fourth edition, covers many of the world's competition sailplanes. Both books are of exceptional quality and, as the titles suggest, they are directories of the 50 best known types in each category and offer basic specifications and pictures of each. Although the text is in German, common sense will easily enable anyone to interpret the information contained in them. Since we do not know the prices, we suggest that you order them through your local book dealer. Q



ALIGNMENT PROCEDURES . . . (Continued from Preceding Page)



Obtain two straight-edge strips of wood, and lay one across both spars at a 90-degree angle at the root end of the wing. Place the other straight-edge across the spars anywhere near the outer end of the wing just before any taper of the spars for the wing tip. Step back from the root end of the wing several feet and sight down towards the tip. Raise or lower your line of sight to almost block out your view of the tip-end second straight-edge. Now it is easy to see if both strips or straight-edges are in perfect alignment; if so, so is your wing.



Eyeball Check Method No. 2 This is merely a variation of the principle illustrated in Fig. 3. Make your sighting check from a point about eight feet in front of the wing (Fig. 4). When the top surfaces of the spars are parallel with each other you've got it! Clamp or jig your wing solidly and proceed with the plywood or metal skinning. Make each part right, and the airplane will turn out right, too! SPORT AVIATION 47
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Alignment Procedures - Size 

It does away with the engineering and ... (there are hundreds of sections), but it does present those ... one of the few books available on U. S. Marine Corps.
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FT-817 Alignment - F6CSX 

RF-gain knob : Fully clockwise. SQL : Fully counterclockwise. ATT / IPO / CTCSS / DCS : Off. Output power : High. AGC : Auto. Break-in : On CW Keyer : Off.
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Quick & Easy Polar Alignment 

the finderscope aligned correctly can be a puzzling chore if you're doing it ... alt-azimuth or alt-az mount, allows you to move your .... This can be tricky to judge ...
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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

1. AT560ZHBAE BRFC165614G R:CARBON FIXED CHIP(1608). 560 1/16W J TAPE. R221. 1. AT560ZHBAE BRFC165614G R:CARBON FIXED CHIP(1608).
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abnormal procedures 

Jul 26, 2005 - E/E CLNG CARD â€¦ ...... Observe gear EXTEND limit speed (270K/0.82M). LANDING GEAR .... OUTFLOW VALVE MANUAL SWITCH (affected valve). ON .... Drive must be reset by maintenance when aircraft is landed. ..... Brake torque limiter failu
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Measure Your Business-IT Alignment 

Dec 11, 2004 - Educating line management on technology's possibilities ... focus of my book, Competing in the Information Age: Align in the Sand (Oxford University Press, 2003). ... have become fundamental aspects of corporate success.
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Bullets For Alignment 

On all the excellent material that. I've seen presented in SPORT. AVIATION and Amateur Build- ers Manuals, I've never read anything on assembly and rigging ...
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PLL Alignment - QSL.net 

PLL LO. â€¢ Frequency display: 8.0000MHz. PLL. Connect an RF Voltmeter. Adjust. OUTPUT. â€¢ LSB General mode to L13. to maximum. LEVEL output: 400mV-.
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front wheel alignment - caphector.com 

Measure the distance from the ground to the center of the rear axle beam mounting bolt. NOTICE: Before inspecting the wheel alignment, adjust the vehicle.Missing:
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Measuring Alignment - Computerworld 

May 7, 2001 - Measuring Alignment - Computerworld http://www.computerworld.com/printthis/2001/0,4814,60. .... [email protected]. The Luftman Model.
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ATS-909 Modification and Alignment 

Jul 9, 2009 - Finer SSB tuning (makes steps smaller, but you lose some ability to tune between 1 kHz increments); 4.7k for 10 Hz steps. Replace ceramic ...
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CITRIX TESTS PROCEDURES 

Microsoft Windows 2000 Server (with Terminal Services) o Citrix MetaFrame XP FR2 o Citrix MetaFrame XP FR3 o Citrix MetaFrame Presentation Server 3.0.
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Efficiency of 2D alignment methods 

efficiency of this step is a deciding factor in design of alignment strategies for large ... The accuracy of the methods considered is largely affected, particularly for ...
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DSP 300 Alignment Sensors .fr 

11250 Hunter Drive, Bridgeton, MO 63044 ... Level Reminder, Pro-Comp, Cal-Check, Range Finder and WinAlign are marks of Hunter Engineering Company.
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LES PROCEDURES STOCKEES ORACLE 

Create or Replace procedure insert_ville_out. ( a_cp in varchar , a_nom_ville in varchar , a_id_pays in varchar , a_erreur out number , a_erreur_texte out ...Missing:
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First Flight Procedures 

are sure to pause and wonder how you can pull this off ... who ever lived if we will just humble ourselves. .... Repeat the short lift-offs several times and then try.
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procedures – phase d'exploitation 

DEPOT DOSSIER DIVISION ETUDES & LEGISLATION. (DNGM). REJET DE LA DEMANDE. ENREGISTREMENT COURIER. DIRECTEUR NATIONAL.
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Medical Procedures Procédures médicales 

mité de l'implant, car elles pourraient entraîner une induction de courant au niveau des électrodes. .... Il est possible de diminuer la probabilité et l'intensité des ...
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Medical Procedures Procédures médicales 

Une telle thérapie risquerait en effet d'endommager ... de retirer l'aimant de l'implant, quelle que soit l'intensité du champ de balayage. L'aimant de ... sion pour tête ou les bobines d'émission multicanaux ne doivent pas être utilisées dans des ..
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chartes et procedures - SNCF 

14 nov. 2013 - A l'issue d'un appel d'offres international, lancÃ© dans un marchÃ© totalement libÃ©ralisÃ© oÃ¹ rÃ¨gne une trÃ¨s vive compÃ©tition, AB Storstockholms Lokaltrafic a rÃ©itÃ©rÃ© sa confiance au Groupe Keolis. L'autoritÃ© organisatrice de 
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Plug Welding Procedures 

When removing or replacing plates bonded by spot welding, drill through the spot ... Use a stainless steel wire brush to burnish the bare surface of the aluminum ...
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Firmware Update Procedures 

Firmware Update Procedures. Precaution. â—‹ A power failure during the firmware writing operation may disable the camera. âž¢ Use a fully charged Battery Pack ...
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Failover Procedures - Gilles Mathieu 

CHEP 2007. Outline. â€¢ The Failover System. â€¢ Technical solutions. â€“ the DNS and the new domain. â€“ Oracle replication. â€¢ Use cases. â€“ CIC Portal. â€“ SAM Admin.
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First Flight Procedures 

the airport gradually losing altitude. It ended up land- ing in the city dump just a quarter mile from the run- way. Photographs of the damaged aircraft appearing in.
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